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Village Road Show is Australia’s largest theme park operator with theme parks 

and attractions in Sydney, the Gold Coast and New Zealand.

Movie World on Australia’s Gold Coast is the only movie 
related theme park in the Southern Hemisphere; the 
thrilling rides, roller coasters and colourful ‘Kids’ Fun 
Zone’, draw visitors of all ages and ethnic groups from 
both inside and outside Australia.

Located on the famous Gold Coast, Warner Bros. 

Movie World has recently seen installation of two 

WuduMate Classic units; these were 

installed following suggestions from a 

number of muslim customers. 

With two prayer rooms on site, one 

for men and the other for women, 

it was realised that an upgrade from 

a basin for ritual washing, to a specifically 

designed prayer seat with washing bowl, was appropriate. This was 

to ensure that dignified prayer and ablution facilities existed for 

customers, and also that Health & Safety requirements were met. 

Research showed the WuduMate to be the world’s leading single 

appliance for ablution in prayer and multi faith rooms. Being  

available throughout Australia and New Zealand, two commercial 

WuduMate Classic units were purchased in 2009 from WuduMate, a 

company which specialises in ablution appliances  

for both commercial buildings and homes. 

Installation was both quick and inexpensive and since the 

WuduMates were installed, customer feedback has been  

extremely positive.
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One of several written acknowledgements 

reads as follows:- “We would like to 

thank you from the bottom of our 

hearts for the consideration that has 

gone into accommodating the muslim 

patrons that come to your theme 

park. We appreciate so much the 

prayer facilities you have provided, 

especially the ‘WuduMates’ which 

enable us to sit comfortably and 

perform our wudu (wash our hands, 

face and feet) in preparation for 

prayer. Thank you again so much!”

For a free copy of ‘Diversity Matters’ 

- Guide to Best Practice Faith Room 

Design, or for additional information 

on the WuduMate Classic, please 

contact WuduMate

Warner Bros. Movie World - Australia

email: info@wudumate.com  |  www.wudumate.com

The WuduMate range is the world’s 
leading single appliance for ablution 
in prayer and multi faith rooms.


